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ning that are “inherently University-wide
in their significance,” and to create “more
transparent” academic planning centrally
and in the schools. Over time, he hoped,
those steps would yield “both continued
momentum and a necessary rebuilding of
trust.” He began the academic year with a
new chief of sta≠, his third, and a new
personal press spokesman. He tempered
his visible involvement in faculty policy-
making.

But in other respects, the decisions he
had made earlier were not revisited, and
remained flashpoints for diverse members
of the University community who were
involved in thinking about how to shape
the institution’s future.

To cite one high-profile example, work
on Allston proceeded on its former course,
with the appointment in January of a chief
operating o∞cer and a separate organiza-
tion reporting directly to Summers (see
“Brevia,” page 77). The announcement on
February 17 of a site and architect for a
first building complex, comprising some
500,000 square feet of laboratory space,
made tangible Summers’s vision of a third
locus for scientific research.

Those decisions put Allston develop-
ment on a fast track—but without any
evident process for the academic and ad-
ministrative management of the research

to be done there, or for coordinating that
work with the rest of the University.
Meanwhile, FAS is building extremely 
expensive and as yet unfilled labs (see
“Fraught Finances,” March-April, page
61), and Harvard Medical School has un-
used space (now leased out) in its New
Research Building. Will these facilities
end up competing with the new Allston
space? Although the central administra-
tion had conducted a planning process for
interdisciplinary research that might 
locate in Allston (see “Scientific Ambi-
tions,” July-August 2005, page 58), a Uni-
versity-wide review of the future of sci-
ence at Harvard—embracing FAS and the

medical and public-health schools, and
examining appointments, academic ad-
ministration, and more—began only this
year, and will not even report until this
summer.

Because the central administration has
been collecting since the beginning of the
decade a “strategic infrastructure fund” as-
sessed on all the schools’ endowments—

now yielding more than $100 million annu-
ally—it is better able to finance such new
ventures than some of the schools them-
selves. That poses important questions for
the faculties whose professors will work in
any new location—questions ranging from
budgeting and teaching responsibilities to
possibly recasting departmental and school
boundaries and authorities.

Though such issues may seem internal,
they reach deep into the disciplinary or-
ganization of the modern research univer-
sity. In this sense, one person’s perception
of “complacency” or “resistance” is an-
other’s vision of how academic talent has
been developed, contact with students

encouraged, and new knowledge evolved.
Such di≠erences can be resolved, but not
with a snap of the fingers.

Similar questions arose earlier in Sum-
mers’s tenure as the administration
floated ideas such as moving all science, or
all life science, to Allston (at the risk of
segregating the liberal arts and sciences
from one another, or the life scientists
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The search for a successor to President Lawrence H. Sum-
mers will involve expanded outreach to the Harvard commu-
nity. In a March 30 news release, the University announced
that, consistent with past practice, the Corporation had
formed a search committee comprising its six members other
than the president, plus three Overseers. But beyond encour-
aging faculty, students, sta≠, and alumni to weigh in through
letters and private conversations, the committee will conduct
its business in two new ways.

• Meetings, there and here. The committee “plans to consult
with alumni in a series of meetings, at various locations be-
yond Cambridge and Boston as well as locally,” to assure that
it hears a variety of perspectives. (Alumni groups already
scheduled to meet locally will also be able to devote time to
discussing the search, and the Board of Overseers will play a
“key consultative role” directly and as a further channel
through which alumni can communicate.)

• Advisory bodies. The Corporation will appoint two advi-
sory groups—of faculty and of students—“from a broad
cross-section of the University.” Their chairs, and the presi-

dent of the Harvard Alumni Association, will “sit with the
search committee from time to time,” and representatives of
the search committee will “periodically attend” meetings of
the advisory groups. These e≠orts are intended to convey
ideas about Harvard’s opportunities and challenges to the
search committee, and to help frame the questions the com-
mittee should have in mind as it evaluates nominees.

These measures create a mechanism for broader input in the
search without making alumni, faculty, and students formal
participants in the process; they also recognize the increas-
ingly broad geographic scope of the Harvard community.

The Overseer members of the search committee are Frances
D. Fergusson, Ph.D. ’73, president of Vassar College; Susan L.
Graham ’64, Chen distinguished professor in electrical engi-
neering and computer science, University of California, Berke-
ley; and William F. Lee ’72, co-managing partner of Wilmer
Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr, a law firm. Comments on the
search can be sent in confidence to psearch@harvard.edu or by
mail to Harvard University Presidential Search Committee,
Loeb House, 17 Quincy Street, Cambridge 02138. 
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Such issues may seem internal, but they reach
deep into the disciplinary organization of the
modern research university.
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